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Manning Publications, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. DESCRIPTIONNode.js has rapidly become a viable choice for large-scale
webapplications that previously relied on Java, PHP, or Rails. Sails.js is amodern MVC framework
for Node that radically simplifies back-endweb development. Sails provides full support for data
access, real-timeprogramming with web sockets, enterprise-caliber security, andmodern
development workflow patterns. It also offers powerfulproductivity features like rapid API
development via Sails blueprints,task automation via node-machines, and easy integration with
frontendframeworks like Ember and Angular. Sails.js in Action is a comprehensive guide to building
enterprisecapableweb applications using Node and Sails. Written by the creatorsof the Sails.js
framework, this book carefully introduces each concept,technique, and tool with real-world
examples and crystal-clearexplanations. Readers follow perfectly-paced, gap-free instruction
asthey learn to build the back end of a typical Single Page WebApplication. As readers hone skills,
they explore advanced featureslike services, hooks, and file uploads. Along the way, they learn
tofully understand Node s asynchronous programming model and thesyntax and conventions used
to implement it. KEY FEATURES* Real-world examples and crystal-clear explanations*
Comprehensive guide to building enterprise level web apps* Learn to build Single Page Web
Applications* Teaches concepts and practical techniques AUDIENCEReaders should...
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This pdf is wonderful. It is definitely simplified but excitement from the 50 percent in the ebook. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Jaqueline Kerluke-- Jaqueline Kerluke

I just started looking at this pdf. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. Its been printed in an extremely basic way and is particularly
only following i finished reading through this publication where in fact altered me, change the way i really believe.
-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie-- Mr. Stephan McKenzie
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